Cuban culture by Afro-Cubans that the Cuban bourgeoisie often refused to acknowledge even though it became a source of their own entertainment in "white" carnival.
The study is strongest when all elements of art and performance interact, producing a conversation between the poem in its original language, the English translation, the artwork that sometimes accompanies the poems, and the final analysis. In his interpretation of Álvaro de Villa's poem "La comparsa," Anderson lingers on de Villa's evocation of "quintessential images . . . such as the giant farolas, the booming drums, and the drunken hordes of dancers" (p. 264). He points out de Villa's exaltation of "the comparsa as nothing less than a divine Cuban institution . . . a 'Holy Trinity' of drum, farola, and dancing feet-that the exile community has lost forever" (p. 264). In these moments, Carnival and National Identity, moving from historical events to literary and cultural interpretation, becomes as inclusive and complex as the performances in the poems it examines. Complicated and loaded terms such as abakuá and juegos are stringently catalogued and examined, so various meanings for juegos ripple forth, including its meaning as a "rite," "ritual," "a set" (as in a set of batá drums), "dances," "ceremonies," and "performances related to the ñáñigos" (p. 58). These etymological complications become "afrocubanista poetry" writ small.
It is when the political aspects of Cuban culture interact with its performative elements, however, that the book achieves its full potential. Chapter 5 reveals Cuban politicians' move to hire political comparsas as seen in José Zacarías Tallet's "Quintín Barahona." Not without stereotypical faults, "Quintín Barahona" features the eponymous black Cuban who speaks in "highly exaggerated bozal speech" (p. 144). The local government recruits Quintín and his cornet to participate in a political comparsa during the electoral campaign. The poem's narrator wonders why Quintín would play his cornet for white politicians who disparage his beliefs and traditions, and finally "posits that [Quintín] must be secretly paying homage to Obatalá-one of the most important deities of the Yoruban pantheon who is at once the god of creation" (p. 145). When the narrator eventually points out that Quintín "is nothing but a black Cuban," Anderson notes the corresponding "relative worthlessness of blacks in Cuban society and the fruitlessness of their involvement with the nation's major political parties" (p. 153). The final stanza offers Quintín's ineffectual revenge: he accepts the white politician's money to play in the comparsa, but does not vote. His father's
